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Fountain

Analyst,
builder
agree on
new date

Jazzin’ it up

Administration seeks
new, ’safer’ design
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s administration is currently
encouraging the senior class and the
Associated Students to fund a new
design for the fountain.
The fountain near Tower Hall has
been dry for two years. shut off by
President Gail Fullerton. who said
last semester that SJSU can he sued
if someone is injured while playing
in it.
The new design does not allow
people to play in the fountain and
eliminates the risk of a lawsuit.
Bob Ringe. director of development and relations at SJSU, proposed to the A.S. on Wednesday that
the Pacific Group, a telemarketing
agency, be employed to telephone
all seniors and ask for donations to
the project.
He also suggested that the A.S.
contribute funds. An A.S. proposal
to set aside 515.000 for the project
will be discussed at next week’s
meeting.
At Wednesday’s A.S. meeting,
Ringe showed the A.S. board photo-

graphs of a fountain in Los Gatos on
which the administration has chosen
to model plans for SJSU’s new fountain design.
The Los Gatos fountain features a
large mound of concrete covered
with cobblestones in its center. A
spurt of water a few feet high shoots
from the top of the mound and flows
down the sides.
The Los Gatos fountain design
does not have an open body of
water, like the current fountain, and
will prevent possible accidents because "there is only a small amount
of water at the bottom." Ring said.
Fullerton has repeatedly expressed
concern about potential injury related to people playing in the fountain.
"Someone said to me ’Why don’t
you go over to Los Gatos and look at
that fountain.’ " Ringe told the A.S.
When asked later. Ringe admitted
it was Fullerton who asked him to go
to Los Gatos to look at the fountain.
A.S. President Michael McLennan said Monday that Fullerton has
See DESIGN. page 3

Director takes seat
four months early
Santandrea fills gap
left by Larrivee
By Jeff Elder
Daily ,in writer
Scott Santandrea.
who was
elected in March as next year’s Associated Students director of sponsored programs. joined the board
four months early on Wednesday.
filling the seat vacated when Francois Larrivee resigned in February.
Santandrea. a Responsible Alliance candidate, defeated the Students Organized and Unified for
New Directions’ Thad Graham to
earn the seat on next year’s board.
The A.S. board of directors voted
unanimously to let Santandrea take
his position early. and use the rest of
the semester to familiarize himself
with the post’s duties.
"I’ll use this appointment as a
stepping stone for next year," Santandrea told the board, who agreed
with his strategy.
"It will allow him to do a better
joh next year," said Rick Thomas.
director of community affairs.
"This allows an incumbent to get
a head start on the job," said Tom
Boothe, director of California state
affairs.
Larrivee, who is president of the
Spartan City Family Association.
said he retired to give more of his
time to the fight to keep SJSU’s family housing open.

Spartan City faces possible closure because of alleged fire and
earthquake hazards. The struggle between the family association and the
SJSU administration has involved
demonstrations and litigation. in
which Larrivee has played a big part
-He’s a tough guy to follow:*
Santandrea said Wednesday. "He
has a great reputation. But I’m my.
own person. and I bring to the board
some ideas of my own."
"He’ll fill Francois’ shoes well,"
Thomas said.
Another A.S. board member had a
chance to step into next year’s position Wednesday. Patricia Phillips,
director of non-traditional minority
affairs, ran the meeting for Vice
President Terry McCarthy, who was
Phillips is the vice president-elect,
and will assume McCarthy’s role of
running meetings next semester.
After the meeting Phillips said she
felt comfortable in her new role.
"It was fine." she said. "There
were no surprises."
Phillips said she will take a "casual approach" to the job of vice
president, which allows the officeholder to conduct meetings strictly
according to Robert’s Rules of Order
if he or she wishes.
"I’m going to enjoy this," she
said. "I can assure you that."

Stan Poplin on strings and John Donalson on the
piano perform at a lunchtime concert in the Ain-

By Kathy White
Daily staff writer
Fumes, smoke. noise and heat caused by the
replacement of Dudley Moorhead Hall’s roof
have set off an uproar from students and teachers
having to attend classes in the building.
"It’s hot from the tar, there are horrible fumes
and the noise is really bad." said Julie Bennett, a
photojournalism student who has two classes in
the building. "You come out of the building with
a headache, it’s so bad."
The roofing began on March 25 and is expected to he completed by April 13, said Barbara
Pluta. contracts construction coordinator from facilities and operations.
Students complained that the Job should have
been done during spring break when everyone
was gone. Pluta said work was done during that
time.
’This is a job that would normally take a

Six different teams, consisting
of one sorority member and two
fraternity members, will compete
on a make-shift race track between
the tennis courts and the men’s
locker room at South Campus.
Four awards will be given, including best looking cart, most
spirited team, fastest lap overall
and overall winner of the race.
Wednesday the Yell Fest will he
held from noon to 1 p.m. in the
Greek Amphitheatre next to the

ested in improving the city’s environment. The committee, which
declared April as San Jose Beautiful Month, has contributed trash
bags and assisted in advertising for
the event, said Linda Tomlin. associate coordinator.
Tomlin, who worked with the
fraternity last year. said. "(Tau
Kappa Epsilon) is a good example
for the community and the campus. We need more college students showing their support for a
See CLEANUP, back page
Student Union.
Betsy Kennedy, co-chairwoman
of the event, explained that members from two fraternities and two
sororities work together to create a
chant, incorporating the Olympic
theme. The number is then performed to music by 12 females and
12 males.
Alcohol

Awareness

as much done as possible.- Plata said.
Peter Haas. a political science teacher, finds
all of the problems very distracting.
"The fumes are blowing into the classrooms
and making it very uncomfortable." Haas said.
"It seems to me they could have picked a better
Julie Bennett. time to do this." have cancelled their classes,
Many teachers
photojournalism student refusing to deal with the problems. A stroll
through Dudley Moorhead revealed eight to 10
month and they’ve had double crews up there to "class cancelled" signs.
"They make us keep all the windows and
get it done as quick as possible.- Pluta said. "I
realize it’s a real irritant to people. but it’s badly doors closed and that makes it really. unbearably
hot.- Bennett said.
needed.
"It’s really noisy and the smell, after a while.
The old roof, Mut said, leaked and needed
replacing before damage was done to the ceiling leaves you feeling nauseous.- said Angela
and walls inside the building. There is also a new Meyars. an undeclared sophomore who has an
regulation by the state for better insulation in English class in the building.
Plata said the type of roof that was on Dudley.
buildings and that is also being added now.
See ROOF. hat A- page
"We made an effort during spring break to get

’It’s hot from the tar, there
are horrible fumes and the
noise is really bad.’

Students promote film festival tour

Fraternity cleans up S.J. area
By Lisa Ostroski
Daily staff writer
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
will be on the trail of trash this
weekend in an effort to clean up
the neighborhood and raise some
funds.
The fraternity is having a Trasha-thon and will be picking up garbage in the six -block radius of Julian. Market and 12th streets.
This event is the result of a cooperative effort between the fraternity and the San Jose Beautiful
Committee, an organization inter-

Kendra Luck Daily staff photographer
phitheatre. Both are members of the Jazz Summit
Band. this is the first of several performances.

By Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
The Rec Center contractor and
Professional Management Associates now agree on a December
1988 completion date for the project.
reported Student Union Director Ron
Barrett on Tuesday.
After previously claiming the Rec
Center could not he completed prior
to August 1989, Roebbelen Construction has now said it will meet
the date recommended by PMA, the
firm hired to analyze the project’s
cost overruns.
In a report commissioned by the
California State University Board of
Trustees. PMA claims "an efficient
contractor" could meet the December 1988 deadline with sufficient
manpower.
Roebbelen’s
claimed
PMA
"crews are too small." causing
work to progress "slower than a
competent contractor would be expected to proceed."
The analyst’s report also noted
mistakes made by the Rec Center’s
architects.
K. Thomas Onishi, a representative of PMA the firm hired to analyze the financially troubled Rec
are "obvious
Center said there
omissions" in the project’s plans.
are
not solely
But the architects
responsible for the $8.5 million in
cost overruns, said Onishi. a senior
construction manager for PMA.
"Everybody has contributed to
the confusion. I have observed nothing blatant," Onishi said.
PMA recently finished the first
phase of their report. analyting the
cost overruns, and working with the
contractor, Roebbelen Construction,
to come up with a more efficient
plan to complete the behind-schedSee DATE. buck page

Roof replacement disrupts classes

Students ’go for the gold,’
vie for Greek Week honors
By Lisa Ostroski
Daily staff writer
On the heels of the Olympic
Games, campus Greeks have
adopted the theme. "Greeks go for
the Gold,- for their annual event.
Greek Week, coordinated by the
campus fraternities and sororities,
is a chance to get together and
showcase what they can do," said
Nada Houston. coordinator of
Greek affairs.
Activities will begin Monday
with Banner Day. Banners advertising the week’s events will be
displayed in the Art Quad, at the
10th Street Garage and on Seventh
Street (between the palm trees).
Constructed by teams made up
of two fraternities and one sorority, the banners must incorporate
creativity, originality and the
week’s theme, said Mark Majors,
chairman of Greek Week. The
banners will be judged and points
will be awarded toward earning the
final Greek Week trophy, he
added.
Push Cart races will be held at
noon Tuesday. The carts, which
are like small go-cans without engines, will be on display Monday
in the Art Quad.
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See GREEK, back page

By Serena Griffith
Daily staff writer
Japan’s "Muddy River," China’s "Yellow Earth
and India’s "Spices" ate coming to 10 U.S. location,
this month and some SJSU theatre arts students are busy
promoting their arrival in an Jose.
These three award wirining foreign films are part of
the "Pacific Rim Film Festival. ’showing April 19-21 at
the downtown theater Camera Three.
A group of theatre arts students, all members of a
class that teaches promotion of the ans, are gaining valuable experience by publicizing the upcoming midday festival. They’ve created a catchy name for it "The Vacation of a Lunchtime- and are working on posters.
T-shirts and even television advertisements.
The festival will tour a total of 10 U.S. locations,
most of them campuses. Kim Massey. San Jose festival
director, said the students at this campus are giving the
festival its best campaign.
"We’re planning lots of sponsorship and we’re sell -

’We’re planning lots of
sponsorship and we’re selling
T- shirts.’
Kim Massey.
San Jose festival director
ing T-shirts. I know that’s more than other campuses are
doing (to promote the festival),’’ she said.
Instead of showing the films in a campus building.
Massey arranged to have them shown at Camera Three.
There is no admission charge with reserved tickets.
The "Vacation of a Lunchtime- theme that the students created emphasizes that this is a midday downtown
event. Massey said. The "vacation" aspect of the slogan
illustrates the taste of foreign countries offered in the
See FILM, back page

New course studies prominent women
By Vic Vogler
Daily staff writer
The women range from Madonna
to Margaret Mead. Some are controversial, but all provide examples Of
"lives well -lived."
In conjunction with the theatre
arts department, the women’s studies program is offering students a
chance to examine women in popular culture. Titled "Women’s Lives
in Performance," the course allows
graduates and undergraduates to portray prominent women in a theatrical
light.

With the help of Theresa Larkin,
the theatre arts professor who teaches the new course, each student
creates a 30-minute "multimedia"
presentation on the woman of his or
her choice. The class also calls for
each student to write and perform a
two-hour "mono-drama" based on
another influential woman.
However, Larkin said time constraints will move this second project
to another semester. For now, the
course will be offered only once a
year or once every two years.
On May 4, the class will present

their completed efforts in Hugh Gillis Hall’s Studio Theatre.
"We’re putting together those
(multimedia) profiles into a total
show.’’ l.ark in said.
As part of a mono-dramatic theater company she’s starting. the professor hopes to perform these presentations and mono-dramas at high
schools and colleges. For now, Larkin is still concentrating on formatting the course.
"The bugs are being worked out
of it," she explained.
See WOMEN, back page
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Signs of spring
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as I feel the warm breeze waft through
F4yen
the windows of Dwight Bentel Hall and hear
the leaves on the trees rustle gently in the
same zephyr. I cannot help but remember that
my favorite season of the year has
spring
sprung.
Sure, the official date was the third week of
March, but it seems as though spring fever really
hit a few days later when everyone took off for
break.
It’s been pretty obvious ever since classes were
in session again that some people took in too much
sun over break and now have incredible cases of
spring fever a sure sign that the season is upon
us.
I’m definitely not completely immune from this
annual "disease." and I challenge anyone to say
they are.
Here are some of the not -quite medically proven symptoms:
Students are walking around in mini -skirts and
tank tops, shorts and T-shirts. Tanned arms and
legs glow in the warm sun. People tend to walk a
little slower and smile at people they pass.

Since 1934

Test your
news I.Q.
\ ...smeared Press
Hew much do you remember aiwat the st,st-ws that
have been in the news recently? If you score .fewer than
the correct answers, you have been spending too much
time on the crossword. If you get eight or more right.
%wet rate an "A."
I. The Census Bureau reported that the state leading
the nation in per capita federal spending is: (a) Alaska;
(b) Virginia; (c) Texas.
2. The House approved a $47.9 million aid package
for the Nicaragua Contra rebels the vote was: (a)
close, with strong opposition from a conservative Democratic group: (b) bipartisan and overwhelmingly in favor;
(c) close, with bitter opposition from Republicans.
3. A development affecting trade between the U.S.
and Japan was that: (a) the U. S. banned imports from
Toshiba because a Toshiba subsidiary had sold equipment to the Soviet Union; (h) the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association filed a formal charge of compact truck dumping against Japan; )c) the U.S. and Japan concluded an agreement to permit American builders to participate in Japanese building projects.
4. The Senate approved legislation granting hank
holding companies broad new securities powers --the
House: (a) is evpected to be asked sixin to consider a hill
with more limited powers; (h) has already approved an
equally sweeping hill; lc) has approved legislation permitting much less de -regulation.
5. An announcement that the country’s central government would be drastically reorganized and 20 percent
of its bureaucratic force slashed in an effort to encourage
efficiency came in: (a) China: (h) Brazil: (c) Egypt.
6. Government statistics told us that during February:
(a) new -home sales jumped hy more than 20 percent; th)
the index of leading economic indicators showed an
alarming drop; (c ) orders to factories rose to record levels.
7. Citing an increase in the number of people from
this region trying to leave it, the Reagan administration
said it would propose a substantial increase in the number of refugees admitted to the United States from: (a)
South Africa; (t) Soviet Armenia; (c) Vietnam.
M. The elders of the Assemblies of God, the church to
which confessed sinner the Rev. Jimmy Swaggart belongs: (a) dismissed him from his ministry; (h) suspended him for three months: (et ordered him not to preach from the pulpit or on his telex sion show for tine
year.
9. What was described as the worst flooding in 70
years affected areas along the river: (a) Rhine. in West
Germany: (b) Yangtze. in China: (c) Ganges, in India.
10. Robb Stauher of the University of Minnesota
won the Hobe): Baker Award for outstanding player in
college: (a) football; (h) hockey; (c) basketball.
ANSWERS: 1 a 2.h 3 c 4 a 5 afi a 7 hX.c 9.a 10 h.

Letter to the Editor
Life isn’t trivial

l9$/Spartan Daily

Should voluntary AIDS testing
be available to SJSU students?
Pro: AIDS threat worth risk of testing
The host of issues that surround
the AIDS threat have been in the
forefront of campus and national
news for months now, and will continue to he for years.
Why?
Simply stated: AIDS Kills. All infected people eventually die and if
they infect others, those infected individuals vs ill die as well. No turning
hack, no way out.
This threat has brought on a wave
of controversial ideas to deal with infected individuals and those believed
to be in high -risk groups.
The most prominant issue on campus and in the state legislature is testing.
With the dawn of relatively cheap.
highly accurate tests for the HIV
(Human Immunodeficiency Virus)
that leads to AIDS. testing has became as big of a concern as the disease itself.
The actual testing is not the issue.
though. I have heard of no one who
is against testing blood for HIV. The
controversy lies in the implications
of the testing. The chief concern is:
Can the confidentiality of the tested
individuals he maintained in order to
protect them from the AIDS backlash that many of the afflicted suffer?
The threat is very real.
AIDS is unlike many other diseases because of the predjudice that
accompanies it. People with AIDS
are often the victims of ostricism,
hate and even violence.
Can we afford to risk a breach of

Mike Lewis
confidentiality for a positively tested
individual if testing was done on
campus?
A better question is whether we
can afford not to make avaiable confidental testing?
The fact is, we students here at
SJSU live in an area with one of the
highest number of reported AIDS
cases per-capita in the world. In addition. Many students are now in the
most sexually active period their
lives. Experimenting, multiple partners. amd other sexually active practices are not uncivil of, or even uncommon. Although these practices
don’t necessarily put someone in a
high risk group, with every partner
an indi% ’dual has, the risk increases.
With this obvious threat, voluntary confidental testing on campus
should be available to students who
believe they might be in a high -risk
group.
The health center on campus already provides counseling and advisment for students who believe they

might have been exposed to the
virus. The health center maintains
the strictest confidentiality standards. No records are kept and the
student speaks to only one doctor
about the potential problem. The
doctor then counsels the student on
what comes next.
According to the director of the
health center. 99 percent of the students he talks to do not need to be
tested.
In fact, the only procedure that
would change is that the blood
would he drawn on campus, all other
support services are already offered
on campus right now.
The lab would be drawing the
blood. Standard procedure already
prevents the lab from knowing what
the blood will he tested for. The
blood would then be sent out to a
testing facility.
There are currently off-campus facilities available for testing. Unfortunately. the battery of tests can
often run to more than $100. With
the testing approved on campus. the
state would help fund the testing and
counseling support services that go
along with it.
The threat of AIDS is not going
away in the near future. To esablish
a complete program, including on campus tetsing. pre- and post-test
counseling and other support serv ices, is the cohesive plan the Health
Center needs to he prepared for the
future.
It’s an isue no student should have
to die for.

Con: SJSU not appropriate for testing

Editor.
Duni Parkin (Forum. March 15) criticizes the (’aliVoluntary. confidential testing
fornia Medical Association for not endorsing legislation will he our best weapon in the fight
that would allow doctors to prematurely end the lives of against AIDS. It is an idea whose
terminally ill patients.
time has come.
It is not time, however, for it to
A doctor’s role should he expanded to include helping people who want to commit suicide or euthanasia. come to SJSU.
Our campus is not large enough to
Parkin suggests. After a six-month counseling period.
those who sincerely desire death would he assisted to- offer people who desire the test a
sensitive, private environment in
ward that end, by doctors, in peace and beauty.
Parkin trivializes life by glamorizing death. Reality which to receive possibly devastating news.
is cast in a harsher light.
With more than 25.000 people
someone
seeing
Life can be extremely painful, and
filling our samll campus of only four
irrevois
an
death
burden.
But
you love suffer is a heavy
by six blocks, we cannot promise
people the privacy they may require
cable choice.
My father explained the dilemma long distance when to face results of the test.
my aunt, his sister, had suffered a massive stroke. "Her
It would not he fair to tell people
doctor says she won’t live much longer." he said. "He they are going to die and then vent
asked me for permission to pull the plug. hut I can’t give them hack into a stream of strangers.
it.
Furthermore, the chance of rumors
spreading amid such a dense popula"Don’t you think she’s suffered enough?" I asked.
fion is great.
figuring I had a more objective view, being 2000 miles
There is also no guarantee that
away.
SJSU can provide necessary counThe receiver fairly cracked with his response. "Of
to AIDS sufferers.
course, she’s suffered enough! She’s nothing hut a vege- seling and care
Sivensen. an SJSU countable. But who am I to make the decision to end her Wiggsy
selor. told the Associated Students
life?"
Wednesday that Counseling Services
My father’s words stung. The summer before, he had currently has a waiting list of 30 peotold me his greatest Tear was becoming incapacitated. ple.
"I’m even afraid of losing my eyesight: I’d rather die."
This crowded community simply
he said. I had interpreted his words as a plea not to let cannot deal with the demands for
him suffer. But he wouldn’t make that decision for his counseling at this time. Adding peosister.
ple who have just learned they are
My aunt died a few days later, still hooked to her going to die to those demands could
to
the
day, short circuit our collective sanity.
life-support system. A year afterward, almost
And any thought that Health Servmy father died of a bean attack.
have
the
re- ices could begin to provide medical
requested
would
I
on,
If he had lingered
call.
It’s
a
hard
equipment?
-sustaining
assistance to AIDS sufferers is abmoval of life
Would I have asked a doctor to expedite his death? Not surd.
Testing for AIDS is the key to
on your life.
Legislatures can pass laws until the end of time, but stopping it. But revealing the disease
life and death transcend legal systems. No matter how does nothing to attend to the aweyou gloss things over, taking a human life is still murder. some effect on its sufferers and soShirley Anderson ciety in general.
Junior
Reacting to AIDS with treatment
Magazine Journalism and understanding is everyone’s

Jeff Elder
problem. It is one of the great challenges facing the world right now,
and, frankly. I’m not sure SJSU can
handle it.
On this campus where only 27
percent of incoming freshmen gradusate within five years. and where
our latest project, the Rec Center, is
a year-and -a-half overdue and $5.5
million over budget, we cannot
faithfully take (in such a demanding
goal.
Even if SJSU were a super school,
with all the space and money of
Stanford, all the acceptance of Berkeley, all the patient sensibility of
Santa Clara, and all the unity of
Fresno State. I’m not sure I would
support AIDS testing here.
The idea of institutions tackling
such a personal, crucial issue carries
frightening implications of the
power of information, the necessity
of trust, and the limits (lithe individual.
I’m not sure any institutions besides the state and federal governments possess the resources required
to oversee AIDS testing. And I’m
not sure any other institutions have
the right to do so.
The state. of course, would be involved with testing at SJSU. but it

%tiulkl he members of this crowded.
already busy community that would
personally conduct and receive tests
And it would be members al ihis
community who would feel the tests’
repercussions.
SJSU is not a super school. Despite the enormous amount of talent
we have in many different areas, our
resources, money and community
involvement are quite limited. Many
of our students commute to school,
squeeze classes into their work
schedule, and do not have the time
or energy to get involved in campus
concerns.
Just as it would he unfair to abandon people who have just learned
they have AIDS to a sea of strangers.
so would it be unfair to confront
busy people with such a profound element on campus. Throwing a life and -death scenario into the middle of
people in a hurry is just not appropriate.
The best we can do is provide all
the education and information about
the disease that is possible. The A.S.
has already passed two resolutions
authored by Jim Walters to increase
AIDS education on campus. Walters’ dedication to the battle against
AIDS, with which he sufferers, is
heroic. His choice to spend his time
fighting the disease at SJSU is truly
admirable, and is a great boon to the
school.
But his resolution calling for a
testing site on campus is unrealistic.
The information an AIDS testing site
reveals could he the most important
fact in someone’s life. We cannot
accept responsibility for that information without the necessary resources and privacy that its impact
requires.

The emergence of spring and especially spring
fever was never more evident than Monday, the
first day of school after break. The university
grounds seemed quiet and deserted, walkways unusually easy to navigate.
Even as I walked to class. I guessed that many
people had taken an extra day off to spend at the
beach or their favorite spring break hideaway. I
wished I could have joined them.
The night activity has also seemed to pick up
around SJSU. For those of us who live in the residence halls, studies have started to take a back seat
to just about anything else. I really can’t speak for
everyone, but my friends and I have taken to outdoor recreation, in the evening hours.
For instance, the other night after the GiantsDodgers game, a couple of the guys and I went outside to play catch. I just sat and watched, but I
couldn’t help noticing the calm, warmer weather
and the number of people simply talking quietly or
taking a leisurely stroll.
Fifteen minutes after making it back inside the
residence hall and avoiding cracking a book, a
larger group of us ended up back in the warm night
air to figure out what mischief we could create. We
ended up staying out of trouble. but we still didn’t
get much studying done.
Baseball has got to be another truly unique sigii
of spring. The month or so of trainiatin the
vast green complexes of Arizona and Florida
is over and the "real thing" has begun.
As I write this. I can only think of Opening
Night at Candlestick Park. a short 45 miles or so up
Highway 101. I could have gone, but my duties
here kept me tied to the radio.
They call baseball players "the boys of summer." hut to me baseball means spring. I’m not
completely sure why. Maybe it’s the timelessness
of the game, the feeling of freshness that seems to
come off the emerald diamond. Spring has that
freshness, that greenness.
In comparison, summer is lazier
or should I
say, summer is lazy. Baseball doesn’t have that
quality, no matter how many times people say it
does. Real baseball fans know the intricacies behind the game, the constant mind game and power
struggle that is being conducted.
The managers are trying to outmaneuver each
other, the pitcher and catcher are trying to outguess
the batter, the second baseman and shortstop are
trying to outsmart the runner at second and sneak in
behind him.
The game is a constant flow of action and excitement.
Luckily, we still have more than two months of
spring left to enjoy. The weather is slowly warming
up, hut we haven’t reached the dogs days and
humid evenings of summer. The winds are brisk,
yet warm: not cold and piercing like they are in the
winter months. Trees are displaying their green,
moist leaves, not shedding brown, crunchy ones.
You won’t find me complaining
Karen M. Derenzi is Editor in Chief of the
Spartan Dail. "More than Meets the Eye" appears every other Friday.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community. However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not be published, nor will anonymous
letters be accepted.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel. We will also corrent obvious style
and grammar errors. The Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Design: A.S., seniors may pay funds

Lei-ing it on

From page I
been promoting the design. Dan
Buerger. executive assistant to Fullerton. said she supports Ringe’s
plan.
Ringe said other designs may he
considered befiwe the Los Gatos design is adopted.
However. Dan McIntosh, A.S. director of academic affairs and a senior promoting the plan, said other
fountain designs have proven unfeasible.
McIntosh said students and faculty will have an opportunity to help
decide what the fountain will look
like through "open committee meetings.
"Going ahead with raising the
money does not lock us into one design," Ringe said.
Ringe called the Los Gatos design
"aesthetically pleasing." He said a
new filter system
technically the
only thing stopping the fountain’s
flow would cost 16,000, but that
the $35,000 to $40,000 Los Gatos
design would be "unusually attractive."
Fullerton first suggested a design
similar to the Los Gatos fountain in
October.
James Hill. director of SJSU Logistical Services, had already told
the Daily that the university cannot
be sued if someone is hurt playing in
the fountain, and that California’s
Tort Liability Fund would cover
such a lawsuit.
Fullerton said in October that she
promoted the Los Gatos design because it was "attractive and there is
no problem with children getting in
it.
"Maybe we can find someone to
donate for the fountain," she said.
Kevin Swanson, an SJSU senior.
worked last semester to rally the
class of 1988 to make the project a
class gift, a task which now will fall

President may
endorse Bush

Matthew E Durham

Catherine Haney. left, N era Schuirike and Marikat Del Rosario, members of Alpha Omicron l’i

Daily staff photographe

sorority. suit up the Spartan in the Art Quad as a
precursor to Greek Week, which begins N1onday.

Ex-Panamanian president sought

MOP

PANAMA CI I . Panama
The government issued an arrest
warrant for deposed President Eric
Arturo Delvalle, saying he will be
charged with crimes against the state
and the nation’s economic security.
In another development, the government offered to hold church-mediated talks with the political opposition. The offer came after police
fired birdshot to break up an antigovernment rally by 50 people
Wednesday. Two U.S. soldiers were
briefly detained near the site of the
protest.
Delvalle has been in hiding since
Feb. 26, when he was removed from
office after trying to fire Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega as head of the
15.000-strong Defense Forces. Noriega is the power behind the civilian
government.
The United States, which still recognizes Delvalle as president, responded to his ouster by imposing
economic sanctions on Panama in a
hid to drive out Noriega, who was
indicted in the United States on drug
trafficking charges.
The sanctions forced Panama’s
hanks to close and Noriega has not

been able to make the gtu eminent

payroll. Food and cash are in short
supply.
The
government
announced
Wednesday night that it had issued
arrest warrants for Delvalle and for
Gabriel Lewis Galindo, a businessman and former ambassador to the
United States. The government said
a warrant was issued earlier for Juan
B. Sosa. Delvalle’s ambassador to
Washington who has remained
there.
In another development Wednesday, the United States completed deployment of 1,300 extra troops to
beef up security for American personnel and property in the canal
zone. An additional 800 Marines are
to begin arriving Friday for what the
White House called three weeks ot
routine jungle training that had been
planned before the campaign to otht
Noriega plunged Panama into crisis.
Panama has called the deployment
a prelude to invasion.
In ordering the buildup last week,
the Pentagon said the new troops
were needed to provide security for
U.S. citizens and installations be

t:ause sIt Noriega’s ’heavy -handed
tactics."
Government prosecutor Alvaro
Visuetti said an investigation had uncovered sufficient evidence to
charge Delvalle with crimes against
the state, usurping public duties and
crimes against the nation’s economic
security.
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Noted author JONATHAN KOZOL
to autograph his new book
Rachel and Her Children:
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AFFORDABLE
FRIDAYS

’UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
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We offer free t ounseling
to help you esplore ALL the
options, Inc hiding
OPEN ADOPTION
Children’s Home Sot iety of
California’s nationally ret ogni/ed
program. Featured on the CBS
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Evening News and McCall
Magarine.
CALL (408) 293-8940
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$3 00 Kamikaze
Sh a hero
$1 00 Draft Deer
I Pull)

Copies
54
310 Q Third St. 296-4336
481 E. San Carlos St. 295-5511

rn 1.11:10.1

$125 Well Drinks
after 9:00 pm
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DRIINNAN’S
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Located on the corner of
Market and San Fernando
\ \ \ \\. \
\ \
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New Bilingual Bulletin
Board
Leave Message Hear up to 6 Messages
Find a Date
Find Sports Partners
Fall in Love
Declare Your Love
Need a Friend
An Event

(408) 976-2002
Get it off your chest
Tell it to the world

$ 2.00 plus any
toll, if any
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The boiler the business school, the better your job opportunities. And to better the likelihood of getting into your firstchoice school, your best bet is Kaplan’s GMAT prep course.
Make it your business to call.
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Homeless Families in America
April 11, 1988 at 1:45
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20% OFF ANY SERVICE
Manicures.
Naifs Pedicures
Hair Haircuts
Penns
Artificial Nails
Colours
and Wraps
CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT
(408) 947..7299
Offer good through 4/30/88
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Presi
WASHINGTON (AP)
dent Reagan’s men are dropping
hints that the president is ready to hit
the campaign trail on George Bush’s
behalf after a hoped-for triumphal
return from the Moscow summit.
Yet no matter when Reagan
makes his choice known. his involvement in the Bush campaign
must walk a careful line. It’s possible Reagan’s involvement could
overshadow rather than enhance the
vice president’s effort.
"The president will help the vice
president in any way, shape or
form," predicted Ed Rollins. Reagan’s former political adviser. "But
it’s got to he George Bush . . who
lays out the Bush agenda.

to the Pacific Group.
cesslul at this before... he said.
Rick Thomas, director of commu"We can get the phone numbers
of all the seniors from admissions nity affairs, said he was "worried
and records," Ringe said.
about rushing into a $15,000 allocaBill Brown from the Pacific tion."
McIntosh disagreed, saying. "If
Group said his company will make
calls that "involve negotiation for we sit on this for ren two days it
the gift the senior might want to will hurt the campaigii.’
After the meeting an A.S. director
make."
Brown said his company has a 75 who requested anonymity said an
percent collection rate on pledges A.S. committee studying the fountain has been "inactive for months.**
made.
Seniors who make pledges are au- and that now McIntosh is "rushing
tomatically entered on a compu- to push this thing through."
Brown said the Pacific Group is
terized billing system. Brown said,
planning to begin telephoning seand billed every three months.
The Pacific Group sends out re- niors in the last week of May. and
minder notices if bills are not paid hopes to conclude making the phone
within a month. If bills are not paid calls by May’s graduation.
Brown said he does not know how
within two months, the company
sends out another reminder notice Icing it will take to collect the seand calls the person who made the niors’ pledges, hut since billing is
pledge. If bills are not paid within done quarterly. it will take at least a
three months. the company sends an- year.
Mt) Qayourni. head of facilities.
other reminder and calls the person
development and operations, said
again.
If the bill is not paid after the third construction of the new fountain
reminder, that account is deleted would take around 8-10 weeks, after
the money pledged by the seniors is
from the system. Brown said.
"We don’t contact a collection collected
agency or anything," he said. "Nobody goes after them."
TWIN
Ringe said the university con- IIILISVALE
tacted the Pacific Group because
Serif 4 So 1.1
"(SJSU) has been in the dark about
getting funds from alumni."
He said a 1977 mail campaign to
ri-s.,1I 11,’S It
raise funds generated exactly enough
revenue to cover the [nailing costs.
"We’ve never really been sue- ssVS,Vs,:\NN.N.N.\\*WS,Wks,

Autographing sponSOred by
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Stewart plans to help kids SJSU’s men’s golf team hopes
winning continues at Stanford
SPORTS

0AKLAND (Alt,l)ascNre
art gave up his second hit ot the
night, an infield single in the ninth
inning, and was lifted from the Oak
land Athletics’ season -opening game
a few minutes later.
The 20 -game winner of last year
accepted Manager Tony La Russa’s
decision. along with congratulations
For a job well done, with no arguments and he had victory No. I of
the new season after A’s relievers retired the last two Seattle Mariners’
hatters.
"I still felt real good. But he’s the
manager and runs the club. When
I’m a little older, maybe I’ll run my
own club," Stewart said.
In fact, the 31 -year-old pitcher
plans to form some clubs, many of
them, long before he retires as a
baseball player. They would he for
kids. 6 -year-olds and up, who need
guidance and encouragment.
"I’ve spent some of my own
money to get this thing going," said
Stewart. who early t his week signed
a $2 million. two -em contrao es -

Oly mph. cal is :X percentage of
profits from certain products would
go to "KIDSCORPS" projects and
service programs.

tension. We’re laying the groundwork now."
It won’t be just an oft -season project. Stewart added.
"If anyone has time during the
season, it’s a pitcher," he said, alluding to his normal four days off
between starting assignments. "I expect we’ll be a lot more active by the
middle of the year."
Stewart refers to himself and partners, business representives on the
executive advisory council of
’KIDSCORPS." a non-profit organization he formed over the winter.
Ken Derrell. a General Foods executive. is president of the council.
The "KIDSCORPS" plan includes fund-raising for youth work
through cause -related marketing,
similar to that which has helped U.S.

I plan to make this a national
club. That’s my dream. That’s my
goal. and I want to get other athletes
involved," Stewart said. "Whether
we accept it or not, we become role
models for kids."
The Oakland native has been active in youth work for many years.
"I’ve always been low-key about
it, hut I’ve sponsored Little League
teams, worked with the Boys Clubs
I’m on their board of directors
here the Volunteers of America
and Just Say No." Stewart said.
Before last year, as a pitcher who
had never won more than nine gatnes
in a season. Stewart also had a low
profile in sports.
"A 20-game winner gets more attention." he has found, and he hopes
that %k ill help his "KIDSCORPS"
projek

Yankees, Dodgers, Mets lead
majors with highest paid players
NEW YORK (API The
New
York Yankees, Los Angeles Dodgers and New York Mets have paid
the price. Now they await the success.
The Yankees, who led the way in
signing high-priced free agents in the
1970s, once again are the highest paid team in baseball with an average salary of $673.000 pei. player.
The Dodgers are second at
$641.0a1 and the Mets third at
$633,000.
Reversing last -year’s first -ever
drop, the average salary rose 9.6
percent from opening day in 1987 to
opening day 1988. Figures compiled
by the owners’ Player Relations
Committee show that the average
salary rose to $447.291 from
$407.939 last year.
During the off-season. the Yankees added Jack Clark to their payroll at $1.5 million, signed Don Mattingly to a three-year contract that
pays him $2 million this season, and
signed Dave Righetti to a three-year
deal paying him $1.3 million in
1988.
The Dodgers added free agents
Kirk Gibson. who will get $1.5 million this year, and Mike Davis. who
will get $987.500. They also traded
for Jesse Orosco, who has a $1 million salary. and Alfredo Griffin, who
is paid $750.000.
The lowest -paid teams are the
who
average
Rangers.
Texas
$215.000 per player; Pittsburgh Pirates, 5237,0(8): Chicago White
Sox. $264,000. and Seattle Mariners. $290,000.
Texas was 23rd among the 26
teams with an opening -day average
of 5226.000 last opening day.
Seattle was the lowest -paid team
on Opening Day 1987 at $181,000,
but the Mariners gave Mark Langston a raise from $420.000 to
$820.000, hiked Alvin Davis from
S520.000 to $887.500 and gave Jim
Presley a raise from $235.000 to
$535.00().
The teams with the largest increases were the National League
West champion San Francisco Giants. from $310,000 to $478.000.
the Montreal Expos. from $208.(X10
to $371.000. and the Kansas City
Royals. from $429.000 to $561,000.
Six teams showed decreases, with
the Chicago White Sox dropping the
most. front 537408) to 5264.000.

"The 9.6 percent increase would
be considered extremely generous
when measured by increases this
year in industry." Barry Rona, exec
utive director of the PRC. said "It is
even more generous when you consider it is off an extremely strong
base of $408,000.
The combined salaries of the 624
players on active rosters and the .1‘;
on disabled lists was 5296,106,600
The figure doesn’t include payments
to players who have been released.

Much of that decline was due to
trades involving pitchers Rich Dotson and Floyd Bannister. each with
multimillion -dollar, multiyear contracts. Dotson went to the Yankees.
Bannister to Kansas City.
Last year’s average opening day
salary was about 5.2,0(8) lower than
the end -or-season average in 1986,
representing the first salary decrease
since free agency began in 1976.
The Major League Baseball Players Association claims the drop was
caused by owners’ collusion against
signing free agents, a charge management has denied.

MANUFACTURING

Arbitrator Thomas Roberts found
owners had indeed conspired after
the 1985 season. Another arbitrator.
George Nicolau, is expected to rule
next month on the 1986 case.
The union also has charged collusion among the owners after the
1987 season. Testimony in that case
began March 8.

Genentech. Inc.. a leader In the
field of biotechnology, is hiring
Manufacturing Technical
Operators for Fermentation and
Product Recovery.
Successful candidates will have
2-4 years of undergraduate
education, demonstrate a mechanical aptitude and be able to
follow detailed written instructions.
A strong desire to work and the
ability to perform repetitive proce
dures both efficiently and
accurately are also required.
The production of large-scale
suspended cell cultures Involves
the following: media and butter
preparation; cleaning and
sterilizing of equipment; operation
of termenters, filtration systems
and purification columns. All
operations are to be performed
per S.O.P. while following GAIP
and company safety guidelines.
Shiftwork Is required; graveyard
positions predominantly available
Genentech offers an excellent
salary and benefits package and
believes strongly in providing
opportunities for personal growth
and advancement. Please send
resume to:

e.SUMMER AIRFARES
ROUNDTRIP FROM S.F. TO:

London

$528

Paris

$678

Amsterdam

$648

Madrid

$688

Zurich

$638

Caracas

$370

By Jennifer Truman
Daily stall writer
SJSU’s men’s golf team attempts to take advantage of the
momentum created from last
week’s victory when it travels to
Stanford University for the U.S.
Intercollegiates today and Saturday.
"We’re on a good roll."
Coach Dick Schwendinger said.
"We have been getting better
throughout the year."
The 18 -team tournament is
being hosted by Stanford at the
54-hole Stanford Golf Course.
The course is a par 71 and
stretches over 6,823 yards. Each
team will he playing with a six man format, but only five of the
six scores will be accumulated for
the final team score.
Last year, SJSU took third in
this tournament, shooting a 1,111
for its three-round total. John
Kennaday, now a Spartan graduate assistant, placed second with
a 213.
SJSU will he led by Junior
Mark Singer, currently shooting
an average of 75.0 with a best of
65 and six under par. Singer’s
hest finish was a second at the
Robertson Homes Tournament.
"Mark Singer shows a flare for

’We’re on a good
roll. We have been
getting better
throughout the
year.’
Schwendinger,

Dick

men’s golf coach

winning," Schwendinger said.
"Mike Foster also has a flare for
winning."
Foster, a sophomore, is second
to Singer. averaging 75.3. Foster
has shot his best of 68 twice. Foster’s best showing was third in the
USF Collegiate Tournament held
Nov. 9 and 10. Last year at Stanford. Foster placed fifth with a
218.
"(Dana) Jetter and (Drew)
Ham are also coming into their
own," Schwendinger said.
Jetter, a junior, led the Spartans in last week’s Western Inter-

collegiates, shooting a total of
221. Hant, a senior, is currently
shooting an average of 76.8.
On an individual level. SJSU
will be competing against many
potential All-Americans, including Mike Spring, Larry Silvea
and Robert Gamaz from USC.
Steve Stricker from University of
Illinois and Anon Bengochea
from University of Pacific.
"We’re
looking
pretty
strong,"
Schwendinger said.
"We could end up placing. At the
top should be the University of
Arizona and USC."

\st\

ATTENTION CALIFORNIA TEACHING
CREDENTIAL. CANDIDATES
You may be eligible to have up to $8,000 of
your student loans assumed by the stale of
California if you plan to teach in either a
designated low income area, or. in math,
science, or bilingual education.
For more information and applications,contact:
Susan Taylor
Financial Aid Office
Wahiquist South, room 208

Application Deadline : May 6,

APLE

1988

Assumption Program of
Loans for Education

Xes.NS..V.sCitts.421-4471,.."eteekslat.

GOLD RING SALE

Korie Comiskey
Human Resources Dept. 2519
Genentech, Inc.
460 Point San Bruno Blvd
South San Francisco, CA
94080

We issue Int’l student
ID cards, youth hotel
cards and Eurail passes

Call Us!
Berkeley
415-848-8604
San Francisco
415-421-3473

An equal opportunity employer.

GENENTECH, INC.

HAI:IVENS
RESORT HOTEL/CASINO * LAKE TAHOE
Come live, work and play in the grandeur of the high sierra mountains located in
beautiful Lake Tahoe.
Representatives from Lake Tahoe’s largest hotel casino are coming to Newark on
Monday, April 11 and San Jose on Tuesday, April 12. We have immediate
openings for full time and summer positions. Most of our current openings are
entry level and require little or no experience.
Harveys Resort Hotel/Casino Representatives are looking forward to meeting you
on April 11 in Newark or April 12 in San Jose,
DATE:
PLACE:

TIME:

DATE:
PLACE:

April 11. 1988
Newark Hilton
39900 Balentine Dr.
Newark, CA
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

TIME:

Jostens Gold Sale For one week only Order and save on the gold ring of your choice

April 12, 1988
Hyatt San Jose
1740 North First Street
San Jose, CA
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

\cr-111;x7c
klk /0 1 IJ:k\L1
If

Positions Available:
Changepersons
Main Cashiers
Keno Runners
Host/Hostess

Waiters/Waitresses
Housekeepers
I3uspersons
Snack Bar Attendants

Stewards Helpers
Office Clerks
Fry Cooks
Desk Clerks

Cocktail servers
Race/Sportshook
Janitorial
And Much More

Check out our excellent wages, benefits, promotion policy, financial
relocation. See you there!
EOE

assistance

AM!

Date:

in
Place

April 4-8

t41

n

S

COL LE GE

RING’.

Time:10am-6pm Deposit Required

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

$20
Payment Plan, Available
71C

’Neel with your Jostens representative for full details See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstorp
IMICP t2IN
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’The moose is no longer loose;’
Bullwinkle too wild for heisters
SANTA CLARA (API - No need for yellow ribbons with your pizza any more. Bullwinkle, the inflatable hostage, is no longer a moose on the loose.
There were lots of anchovies but few smiles when the
40-foot mascot vanished from the roof of Bullwinkle’s
Family Food ’n Fun Restaurant last August.
The restaurant, anxious to get its $17,000 mascot
back, offered the culprits free pizza for a year for the
300-pound moose on the loose. And suspicion soon focused on the notorious Boris and Natasha.
Alas, police said the moose’s trail was cold.
Finally, on April Fool’s Day -day 219 of the hostage crisis - a deflated Bullwinkle was unceremoniously deposited in the parking lot of the eatery along
with a 2-by -3-foot note.
Was it fan mail from a flounder!? No! It read:

Bloom County

4.

ve
Isaac Newt

Newman Catholic Community
Artists: Spring art exhibition, two
and three dimensional. 7-10 p.m.,
Campus Christian Center. corner of
10th and San Carlos. For information call 277-8721 or 415-961-6976.

NA I ()RDA

Beta Alpha Psi: Third formal meeting, 6:30 p.m. social and 7:30 p.m.
meeting. Holiday Inn, corner of San
Carlos and Almaden Blvd. Call 773)4631 for information.
AIESEC: Rio del Mar Luau, 6 -II
p.m., Rio del Mar. Aptos. Call 926161 for information.
Meteorology Department: Guest
speaker, 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.,
Duncan Hall Room 615. Call 9245200 for information.
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Angelo Lopez
SHANE ON YOU’ THAT
NoT -NE WAY TO SOLVE
YOUR DIFFERENCESQUST
BECAUSE SOMEONE
DISAGREES WITH YOU
DOESN’T MEAN HE,’s

STOP I BREAK
IT UP GINS!
)
ft - i
V

Frances Gulland Children’s Center: Art exhibition, "Week of the
Young Child." all day, Student
Union 3rd floor glass showcase. For
information call 293-2288.

(A ND JUST BECAUSE
SOMEONE DISAGREES
wint you COESNT rIAN
HE’S AN UNPATRIOTIC
LEFTIST IRT’ WHENsEVARuLDPO
E5CI8oLENciLEWANED
Nor CoNFRONT,EMPHASIZE OUR COMtVNBON?
TOUR DiFFE
l’e:IKtias,

41.4,

.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEED

MEDICAL

INSURANCE?

We

han, plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Mark
Washington National In.?
en...081943-9190 for a no obligation quote
PRIVATE ADOPTION, where to begin’
Information for couples and long.. wishing to adopt Pregnant
mothers -you

have

a

Antonio, Tx 70205 or call 1800)
626-2828. her 858
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS. Intl businesses and investors seek foreign nationals with
first hand knowledge of economic, business, scientific and
political condition, in home country for consulting assistance For
info. send resume to BCS let
700 St Marys P1. Suite 1400. San

choice

Antonio. To, 78205 or call 18001

SJSU SINGLE PARENTS A campus
group Is being formed for fun A

FORMER PAINT AMERICA painters or
empertenced painters for summer

Please call (4081338-9253

6.12-5254

support Call 248-5701

Call Pablo PPI phone

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your teeth. eyes
and money ’too For Information
and brochure sea A S office or
call 1406)3714811
WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS. but
Wear. church corn.
that OK
munity that values the inellvIdual
search for ones own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San JoSe offers creative services.
stimulating di.uswon & poortunities for social WI. We are
located at 160 N 3rd St Join on
Sundays., it 00 or call 292.3858

AUTOMOTIVE

279-3131

GRAPHIC ARTISTS NEEDED for freelance work Must have some rexpatience velth 0.190
layout
paste-up. etc
6235

Call Linda W 984.

HELP US RAISE SI MILLION through
the SJSU TOP’ Learn vetoed?le
career enhancing skills Enjoy the
b.1 benefit package anywhere
around, Make good money too’
Call Mitch at 924-1129
LIFEGUARDS Seasonal II year round
positions avertable now Salary
Lifeguards
managers

5550.96 4011,
0700-08 60 hr

Poo.
Call

942.2470

83 SUZUKI GS450E ec t ond only OK
ml new tires red sporty II eco.
nornical 8950 to Call 293-0757
76 CHEVY NOVA" Good condition
51200 wheat oiler Call 732-6438

COMPUTERS

MODEL SEARCH’ All ages, high fashion TV commercial pont work
steno L Armco call 3744090
PART-TIME CHILDCARE POSMONS
e vadable Immediately 15-08 hr
Northern California Nannies, 14151
949-.33
PARTTIME. FULL

IBPC -CON PC CON PCCOM""
al AT XT compatibles and accesLocated at 2515 S King
Road Call 238-1038 Special 6,
011 for SJSU with ID
sories

HP150

PC

w 2.3 5

drives

touch

screen MS DOS

Lotus A many
more 5800 ho 279-0902 Iv rnsg

FOR SALE
PINK FLOYD TICKETS"’ 1 pair tor
April 22 MU Call Brian at 297.

porery Services. 9841340 for detail*
Typists
secretaries
receptionists,
laborers.
file
clerks
PERM PART TIME $5 15 h. S C SVL
31 32 hr. Sun-Thurs all 6.1
Cali Yne? Pauline 263-5911
PRESCHOOL
TEACHERS
PART
TIME Hr. 2-6PM ACE ECE is required. pays $8h, Call 29641183
RED EYE Is looking for assistani managers full time A pan time Incur

1531
THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique bookstore, speculleing
history
current
In book on
events. labor. Black American
Asien.ArnerIcerns.
Chicano*.
Wrliten by
women. Marxism
Asians. labor
activlets, Marxists We also have.
In English. Soviet .xt in the so Mel sciences You won I find our
Bieck.

TIME JOBS email.
able’ Never fee Call BEST Tern-

Chicanos

books posters and records In
other stores in the valley In oda
lion we have fiction and chilLocated at 950 S
book
First St . San Jose() PIN south of
02001 Call 294.2930 for hours

dren

’86 ZODIAC MARK 1 V ecellent for river
rafting scuba diving Grey 14
$1200 call 274-4110

HELP WANTED
OPPORTUNITY with 3d
largest Maur.. company We
need reliable stable people Inter.
meted in owning their own busi-

CAREER

We provide sales & rnan
*gement darning It a gr....
income when quadfied Call David
ness

Z.Nr. or DIEM
4683

Adam et 371.

OFFICE CLERK NEEDED for nights
and weekends FleIble hours
For more into call Russell Frani.
lure at 435-1344. ask tel Jan.

loco’ stores

Well work around

school schedukes but must have 2
mornings a week opening avail.
ebility

non-smoker

interested

call at 446-5636

cars-

all

schedule

hap preferred but not

required Plea. call 867-7700
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL ARS,. Intl butel.ese* and inn.
tore a.ek foreign nations’. with
hand k.veledge of .o.
nor.. business actenliftc, and
polltk el conditions in horn. coon
Mel

try foe consulting assist.. For
Into. send resume to BCS Intl
700 St Mary* PI . Suite 1400 Son

ics

electronic

or

mechanical

orientation and US citizen required Call 415-493-1800. ell
445
WEEKENDS-$6 hr to start Outdoor
sales Lawn .relion and fortifies*on service Stan this Saturday
Call Green Thumb Lawn ServiceSunnyvale at 732-4443
WE RE TALKING FLEXIBLE evening
and weekend hours, good pay,
and paid training, We re talking
about great team and starting at
the TOP’ The best pan time job
around’ Call 924.1129"

i

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM. I BATH"
Carport walk to campus no pets
$595 mo Call 224-3939 286.8840
LNensed agent
CLOSE TO CAMPUS I bedroom 1
bath off street parktng $475 Call
224-3939 288-8840

licensed

Pitmtl
NEW CONDO TO SHARE" 2 Bdrm 2
bath, close to San Jose Slate Female $375 mo
half utilrties
Call 759-9071 after 6 PM
PRIVATE RR kitchn prly. 1 2 blk frrn
SJSU
ee .notre MALE eldnt
non smkr 5225 mo 297-7679
2 BORN apt

tor

reed nr

campus

$550 mo
s.unty dopostt Car.
port walk to campus 279-8075
82000 GETS YOU from that no gain
rent
Into your own mobile
home Ernie 371 1664 2465100

PERSONALS
ELECTROLYSIS

CLINIC’"’
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever

FT PT owning
pro... .rvers We will train
Apply in person Mon-Erl 9AM.
4PM 760 effendi. Ave S J 284
5880
SECURITY RECEPTION all ehlfl II pi
55-98 hr to alert Full benefits. no
...no. needed Apply VAN.
GUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scoff
Blvd

between Olcott 8 San Tomes Santa Clera Call 727-9793
SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK op..
ing at Varian !mega Tube Division
Requires 2 V’s expefience In
stores .hip run or ecrulv plus
ability to lilt SO ibe, fork 111) certifi
cafe

and

California drIver6 II-

c.n.. Mimi S. U.S
415-493.1800 xt 445
TEACHERS PRESCHOOL’

Call

Extended

day 12-6 PM daily Must have ECE
Call
unite, good pay benefit.
TODAY 723-9360

CANVASS

CON.

CERTS, FUN’ Work for Thomas
Jefferson Up to 5211 hr. elm .
levee Downt S J great cause’ Call
Rey at 947.7778 Help make hle.
tory
TIE UP THOSE loose end*, Earn metre
ea Inventory counters.. pull
Cr, or stock clad. on short term
sesigniminto ROWE Call us at
Tailored In.ntory 7494240 Monday through Feklay
TRAINING SPECIALIST

Direct care
staff needed for residential facile.

ties for adolescents and yoeng
adults with autism 11 refleded disabilities FT PT positions available

Cher.. 274-6099
PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly of KSJS
You ve got the party, we ve got
the music’ Michel Productions
provides wide variety 01 music
tor your wedding, party or dance
at reasonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil at 249-2820 or 922.7359

WRITING
RESEARCH
SERVICES
Academic thesis
assistance
Ghostwriting All subjects 0u/ti-

WEDDING

BOOKSTORE.
.........
The nativ.1.11

FREE

treatment as
part of
research prow’ if you
have had low back pain for more
than 6 months and are 20-55
years old please call Palmer Col.
leg. of Chiropractic -West at 14081

BuY NI’) CAR’
0000n... x Wadi.
rEW
PRorAt5E!

604W,, WHAT
00 90000

wma Au -fleet
CARSF

6161

move your unwanted hair I chin
bikini tummy mouslache Wel
15% discount to studerrts and lac
ully Call before May 3t 1968 end
gel your first spot at I 2 price
Unwanted Hair Disappears With
My Care

Gwen Chelgren 11 F
CC

559-3500 1645 S Bascom
Hair Today Gone Torn..

removal

Professional

HAIR

the

only permanent
Ask about the special
discount for Spring Complimentary consul.on by appointment
method

mem Welk I
ro

Tar
Ti.0 REASOO
PARK Fiat
Mai-, MYNA

/
5/

YEAH OUT MX
TRERAPIST SAYS
A (AGRI WAY TO
REDEYE TENSION.

(Vs

fessional typist’ At 90 words a
minute I can make all your papers
look and BE their best in no time
at all’ Hrly rat. Student discount
Awl!
P -U 8 delivery
*Ands and evenings Call Linda
280.5161

Classified

AAAA.ACCURACY

ACHIEVEMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACKNOWL
EDGEABLE in typing that tops
Trust TONY 296-2087 Thanks

disk storage and generous STUDENT DISCOUNT 17 years es.riern. Call Chrysler’ el 923-8461

SI 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar
ante. Thanks
A Al SECRETARY

AFFORDABLE PROF TYPING & word.
My

proc.sing
horne

Word

So

Star

San Jose
Cheryl 224.

4110

with computer

Close to school Available night
end day Rush lobs are my epeci.
slily
Call Pam at 14061 22S-

APA FORMAT term paper thesis wel
caned 10 years typing word prc.
ceasing experience Letter quality
printing Very competitive fetes
Students receive a discount with
ID Access Dale- 281.4982 ask tor

5025 225-9009
ABSOLUTELY

academic typing
including
APA format term papers theses
I look
resume II cover Riders
lonvard to serving your typing
needs Oils .rnester Hely rates
30 a m
500 pm
Jane 251

Teresa
A

TYPING

SERVICE

Reasonable
rate* Free disk storage, free pick.
up ar drelivery 2704936

CALL LINDA TODAY. Avow’ the rush’
Reserve now for your term pa.
pens group projects theses etc
word processing
Irn disk storage ()wok return all
work guaranteed Cassette torn.
Professional

typing our speciality Free woo.
ling dish storage
Reason..

scrtptron

We re last dependable grammar.
volsa college weds So call us

264-4504

Almaden
7 days week Call

evadable

Branham er.

PS Laser printing. or printing
from your di. Special discount
for t.ulty and sludents Call
Ponty

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialist* Also term pa.
pees manuscripts screenplays
rePeIrtiver letters Iranscrlphon Free SPELCHEK copy
edit disc storage ()wok lurn.
around

Sante Clara

Call

246-

5825
WORDPROCESSING
EVERGREEN
Term papers $1 159 Obi OP and
mooted Small bum.ss letters.
mailing lists flyers. newsletters
projects
welcome
instructor
Quality ouaranteol
prclrup delivery

On compus
Call 14081 274.

TYPING WORD PROCE
RESSING Thesla work a specialty Elul...tn. counts, Group
pews welcome Standard
mi.

processing .eds GraphIc let
lens manuscripts
reports re
surnes term paper theses We
also provIde disk storage ediring

sional quick & dependable worry *en service at its best verth AF.
FORDABLE RATES call PAM at

cm...tie

grammar

transcription

Free

spell

and

checking

2477601 (Santa Clara) STUDENT
FACUI. TV DISCOUNTS’

rates

All work guaranteed
Specializing rn word perNcl and
students

campus Pickup available Sally at
251-4565
NEED HELP??? Call SOS" E wen.
enced professions’ typing son,
ice for .rm papers group pro.
mole and rni. reports Resumes
and cover letters Free spelling
Letter quality printers
check
Competitive fetes 7354645 ($ue)

WORD

PRO-

12 years secretarial
experience No job loo large or
Rate
Student
too
small
CESSING"

$12 50 hr Reg 818 00 hr Hours
II 30-S PM lattern.n hours by
appotntment) Call Anna at 9724992
RESUMES
wee

Seminars

Consultations,
Career
All fob ay.. Career

Proles.
ENTERPRISE
Ronal typing 5 business serv.
ices Fast reasonable er near the
university Cali 292-4047

SUCCESS

your &NH ad A type you party A
spell
get down Laser output
proofed Call Donal Pubs at 9453941. 9777999 beeper,
TYPING."
Call

REASONABLE
PATTI

at NOM
Santa Clwa area

RATES,
246-5633

Term papers theses Re
stones and rush robs are my ...cradles Turn your handwritten
draft into polished work Bitaro
grephles footnotes a.. on my
word processor Special student

TYPING

rates

Phone

292-0693

(Nave

message)

Sunnyvale
PROFESSIONAL

nonce

Center, 243-4070

TERM PAPERS BY MAIL?? We take

word Call P.1 el 923-2309
LUCID EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
veritmg assistance editing typing
of reports theses etc
lamer
printer Affordable accurate de.
pendeble Only 12 minutes trom

3684 (leave message)

disk storage SPELCHEK punc
tuanon grammar assistance All
work guaranteed For that profes-

Reasonable

LASERJET OUTPUT Years of owe’,
ence serving SJSU faculty and

[IPEnIENCED SECRETARY for your
Academic business legal word
processing needs Term papers.
reports resumes letters group
proActs manuals thews etc All
acedemic formats & APA Free

TYPIST"

Call Eva at 2514295 or 272-5033
Will pick -upend deliver

resumes

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR’ Take advantage 01 001 ex pert i. Top see
retard,’ service tor all your WORD

ACADEMIC

GOOD

WORDWORKS al 14081

253.WORD 01253-WORK
ENTERPRISE

2444407. crtenelon 401
BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving *Being
tweeting or using chemical depill
Ion. Let me permanently re

\

GARAGES ALL OVER CAMPUS
TKEREW, CREATING THE
ARTIFICIAL PPRKING
SHORTAGE ON CAMPOS.

...... NH’ YOU FINALLY FOUND it
an experienced abordabN. pro-

with papers reports theses (es.
pecially science) etc at 251.0449

SERVICES

/I BUY LP ALL THESE CARS,
iyLsIPmTttMNmE

/

KIND OF A

SECRET

TYPING

5942

FREE PARTY INF
280 5010

WELL,IT 5

ALL MAKES,

count

ABSTRACT WE RE NOTletter quality
accuracy guaranteed Academic

BACKACHE",

UK( YOUR AD
TO READ.51R7

PHOTOGRAPHED

all

appointment

vreei7co CARS --

IMW WOuL0 YOU

5036
YOUR

Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines

died venters Resume, Re-writing Catalog Berkeley 14151 841-

Ave

JOSTENS RING DAYS save $20 to
160’ April 4111-8th at SPARTAN

MO W 1PING,
TOBACCO
alR6i6
INC TACK. OF
/14 4EAO/

OF .5riECING.I=Rf5(-1
CUT GRASS, flfARIr.IG
iNE CRACK
c..r THE
3AT,

get and deluxe packages Iron.
5299 You keep the negatives Call

Confidential

ELECTROLYSIS’

996-4529
TELEMARKET.

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES, Let me
capture your wedding meernoeles
with quality photos for less. Bud-

ACCURATE ACCOMPLISHED Typist Specializing in

335 S
Baywood
San Jose call 747-7486 for

Michael Sherman

NEVER 14006117
(OS
raw erixy

12UCK. RAI/NG, THE
ACC-AMERICAN( 6AH6OF
464t :fI CAN’T
Ea/6A tr!

level Seasrons 1 4 to 1 hour Cell
(415)796-8497

onc.ilft,t F

7,

4

,

/

t.

me,A5VCriC1-’

Sy a professional, high quality.
budget price fr. information
Cali 371.7887 ask for SJSU dis-

HOUSING

shifts

lance from campus Afternoon
evening shifts evelleble Good
voice & personality Call Joon, at

2974607

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time opening, tor automated
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing
shift graveyard A weekend shift
IFS S..) 9AM to 7 30 PM) Phys-

to PO Box 53347. S J 95153

looking for new, enthusiastic
workers to loin our team Apply et
2831 Meridian Ave or call 285113010, rippointm.t

380 S Second St

w.kciey mornings
al.
ternoons, weekends A overnight
shifts $647 25 hr Call for applications& information 3744224

SECURITY
OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS" FT PT security offl.

TELEMARKETING" Appointment set
leg Pert time $200W1 POSSI
BLE DAILY CASH Walking die.

PERSONNEL
FOOD
SERVICE
wanted. Catering by Coast is
rv flex
...ging
PT employ.

early

WARNING

SALES PT FT financial services Ee.
cellent opportunIty Send resume

6246F000SERVERS. COOKS HOSTESS, CASHIERS. and busboy
always
Callenders
l
Marie

FOOD SERVER NEEDED for busy now
Apply el
downtown relaurant

17IA5ine

FASO5T
Slime ,

,,

Skibblefritz

Classified

UNFITTRIOTt
SNAKE
DIRT !
:AO:Dv LE"15T

-

)11, ’

"..

0
1

4,-

*I

SUNDAY

I’M
STANDING..

,-

-,

Career Planning and Placement:
Interview II, videotaping simulated
interviews to learn positive presentation. 2:30-4 p.m., Instructional Resources Center Room 310. For information call 924-6033.

Spartan Orioccl: Party Out of
Bounds dance, 9 p.m. -2 a.m., Le
Baron Hotel, 1350 N. First St. Call
729-7074 for information.
India Students Association: Spring
picnic, 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Lake Elizabeth. Fremont. Call 729-5763 or
241-4144 for information.

NO

Dumbar Pig

MONDAY

Fantasy and Strategy Club: Open
gaming room. Bring games, meet
players, II a.m.-5 p.m., Business
Classroom 123. For information call
377-5349.

TODAY

’WE YOU.
5177/Or
FOR
IT-’

cu7E

1

SpartaGuide
A.S. Program Board: Cellist/pianist Lawrence Granger will perform at
8:15 p.m. in the Music Building
Concert Hall. Call 924-6260 for information.

Sheila Neal

OH
WHAT
A

"No restaurant mascot is safe in this town," said the
copper.
N.

SpartaGuide is a daily twlendar
SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. hems may be sub
mitred on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bentel Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
The deadline for the next day’s
paper is noon.

HI!
’
WINT A Awe!

ifY THE BY POE71VOY
KICKE0 Off LE15r
50 WE flf40 /1/41
RiSEZE -PRIEP
4V0170’ ON ME H4if7?..
MANTEC

"Hey guys! The moose is no longer loose. He
wanted to party with us so we brought him along. It turns
out he was too wild for us! Please keep an eye on him,
he’s dangerous! April Fools, Class of ’88.
"P.S. Sorry."
Shortly before Bullwinkle won his freedom, radio
station KATD-FM in nearby Los Gatos received a mystenous phone call. After examining the tapes, police said
the fiends behind the antler antics may have been alleged
students from Santa Clara High.
Police Sgt. Pat Kolstad said the students probably de
cided to send the moose moseying after they realized
what it was worth. Kolstad says the case is closed.

Berke Breathed

TYPING
WRITING Bay
al service 40 years expo

Ill.
WORDPROCESSING
lens resumes manuscripts *gal
REPORTS

Editing available Have two degrees Reasonable rates Call SAL
1329
CAMBRIAN
WORD PROCESSING
AREA" 1S yrs ItYpenence Cheap
and test’ SI 75 per page double
spaced Sr 15 per page wipe
space C.11879.9251

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each hoe)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
Two
One
Day
Days
I 3 Lines $355 $435
I 4 Lines $435 $555
$515 $600
5 Lines
611005 5595 $680
Each Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
$475
$555
$635
$715
80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

Five
Days
$520
$600
$6 80
$7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

1.1__L_LL.1111111j_jjjjf jj1111111111_1
Print

Name

Call 296-0931.
EYECARE At SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Frame and lenses from $37, Dr
Chrlalopher Cabrera 0 D Ouality
end Net .rvice at .tremely low
price Complete eye gram includ
Mg glaucoma check. complete

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines $46 00
10-14 Lines $63.00
15 Plus LI yes $8000

Phone: 924-3277

contort len. service for family
Fashion frames end sunglasses
by the leading design... Super
thin lenses for high power Re
Open 7 day.
and Medical

werili
are

Ineuranc

warmly

wet

corned SJSU student. a stab al
ways have 10% ob Call to, appl
now." 405 E Santa Cler St et
9tn. cell 995-0461 We speak Vial
name.. Spanish IL Chinese

Address

Phone

City & State

Zip

Enclosed is $
Circle a Classification:
Announcements
Help Wanted
Automotive
Housing
Computers
Lost and Found
For Sale
Personals

For

SENO CHECK, MONEY ORDER

Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

Lines

Days

Oeseread Dash located WINN 086200

OR CASH TO.
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

MATH-PHONE

Math
problems
solved. tutoring by phone at any

.

Page
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Date: Groups agree on December 1988

Fixer -upper

From page I
ule Rec Center,
Tom Shields, project manager for
Roebbelen Construction, said last
month that the blueprints for the Rev
Center were the "worst set of drawings released to the street."
Onishi said about the blueprints,
"Yes there are obvious design omissions. but as far as being the ’worst
drawings ever seen,’ contractors always say that.
"Plans are subject to interpretation, like the Bible." he said.
Onishi also said that PMA’s job is
to cooperate with the agents, and not
to pinpoint the responsibility of the
extenstive cost overruns.
"We have to work with the architects because they are our agent,"
Onishi said.
Ron Barrett, Student Union Direc-

tor. said last month that his hope was
that by
inference the PMA report would point out who is responsible for the cost overruns.
The report pointed out Roebbelen
for "mismanagement" and the architects for blueprint omissions, but
it still appears clouded as to who is
ultimately responsible.
PMA’s role is to improve the efficiency of construction on the Rec
Center.
"We expect to see contractor’s
claims go down if the project is cornpleted efficiently," Onishi said.
A claim is a contractor’s request
for more money from the owner as a
result of complications in construction.
Many of the contractor’s claims
could be reduced if the project was
managed more efficiently.

’Plans are subject to
interpretation, like the
Bible.’
K.

Thomas Onishi,
PMA representative

Onishi gave one example. Roebbelen rents a large crane that is used
throughout construction that will not.
be needed for such a long period if
, the pioject is completed sooner.
PMA is currently analyzing $5
million in other contractor’s claims
and change orders.
Meanwhile, after everyone has
contributed to the confusion except
for the students, the students await a
fee increase to pay for the Rec Center.

Women: Class studies famous females
From page I
Despite any bugs. Diane Schaffer,
the coordinator of women’s studies,
sees the course as "a good way to
bridge the women’s studies program
and the community.
"We had an opportunity to make
use of the special expertise that
Theresa Larkin brought to the campus," she said. ". . . Having her
work with our (women’s studies)
graduate students was a perfect
match."
With

Ron Green - Daily staff photographer

the

professional

.Larkin provides, the students will be
, able to write for a general audience
’and share a "goldmine of infortnat ion." Schaffer said. She added that
women’s studies program is
’known across the country" for its
"known
graduate research.
Teri -Ann Bengiveno, a women’s
studies graduate and co-coordinator
of SJSU’s Women’s Resource Center. also sees immediate benefits
from the course
"In society, there is a definite

training

need for positive role models." said
Bengiveno, one of the class’ 10 students. "We’re trying to portray
t vv"nleht as they really are."
Students examine women of popular culture, such as Geraldine FerIran, and Marilyn Monroe. But their
’research shies away from media
images in favor of untold facts and
biography. Bengiveno said.
"A lot of us are finding out that
there are strong connections with our
lives and the lives of the women we
chose to portray," she added.

Film: Students promote

Roof

I I ,,01 pop I
she added.
Jim McDonald. a guest lecturer at
SJSU and former vice president of
an advertisement agency. teaches the
arts promotion class.
"The class is structured as a real
world envinmment." he said. "It’s
different from other classes because
we work for a real client."
While the film festival benefits
from a tailored advertisement campaign. the students receive actual
promotion experience.
All the films are award winners
from the Hawaii International film
festival.
"San Jose is getting a reputation
for multi -ethnic offerings and this
tits in." McDonald said.

From page I
Moorhead was a coal tar pitch
roof that was very hard to get
off. The crew had to work from
10 p.m. until 6 a.m, to get rid
of it because taking it off during the day left the crew with
blisters.
"The roof that we’re putting
on now won’t be such an irritant," Pluta said.
This roofing project is one of
just 10 that is or has been done
this spring. Others scheduled to
be done are the Aeronautics
Building at the airport and part
of the Administration Building.
Others being worked on now
are the Men’s Gym and the
Physical Education -Recreation

Any sponsorship money raised by
the festival will go toward scholarships for theatre arts students, she
said, but students in McDonald’s
class are already seeing the rewards
of their work.
"This is more hands-on experience than any class I’ve ever had,"
said Francis Whitebloom, one of the
students who helped design the Tshirt logo and edit video promotions.
Mitchell Dahood. the student producer of the television spot and the
writer of a radio spot. has his hands
full as he "makes sure things are
working smoothly.
"It’s definitely been a positive experience." he said.

Contractor Paul Weller tightens the new railing around the Student Union’s upper floor

Greek: Students compete for trophy
I. rom page’ I
Thursday will feature a demolished
car in the Art Quad and literature
from Mothers Against Drunk Driving and Anheuser-Busch.
Dan Dale. chairman of the event,
said they will he handing out literature all day and also hope to display
pictures from drunk driving accidents. We are trying to discourage
drinking and driving." Dale said.
The final day of Greek Week is reserved for a volleyhall-a-thon from I
to 5 p.m. at South Campus.
Proceeds from this event will benefit the Spartan Foundation Scholarship Fund, which gives scholarship money to athletes front all
SJSUs sports.
People who want to sponsor a
chapter can donate any amount of
money they want and can specify
which sport they want to reLeive
their donation. Those interested may
call Rusty Randolph at 298-7679.
/ 4011,1,11 Is xerv iipionistic about

Committee
OK’s bill for
AIDS teaching

SJSU

Cleanup: Fraternity helps out
From page I
cleaner environment."
The fraternity has received support from many private individuals
and some area businesses through
monetary pledges. said Jeff Hamilton, public relations chairman. He
expects the event to garner about
SI .(1N).

"It is a nice community service
rin not promising that I the city ) vtII
be spotless but there will he at lea.’
200 large hags of trash (collectedt.

Tau Kappa Epsilon sill donate
$250 of the proceeds to San Jose
Hospital’s Head and Trauma Center.
They will keep the remaining funds
for use by their chapter’s committees
and to ensure lower monthly dues for
their members. Hamilton said.
Hamilton is optimistic about the

Anyone interested in helping with
the cleanup is welcome. "We encourage community participation in
everything." Hamilton said. The
group is meeting at 9:15 a.m. Saturday at the parking lot on San Fernando Street between Third and
Fourth streets.

the volleyball-a-thon. "I like to see
the students learning to give hack to

Department of Theatre Arts
Presents

event and expects about 50 participants. They had the same type of
fundraiser last year and it was very
successful, he said.

ix Award Winning Films
April 19"’ - April 21’’

the campus while they are here."
she said.

’he Deukmejian that would have reSACRAMEN I I
Senate Education Committee ap- quired the state to develop an AIDS
proved a hill Wednesday that would education program that would have
require school districts to teach ju- included a controversial % ideo.
nior high and high school students
Sen. Gary Hart. 1)-Santa Barbara.
about AIDS.
The hill is a modified version of chairman of the committee, is the
author
of both bills.
one vetoed last year by Gov. George

.99

Asian
American
Spring Festival
San Jose State University 1988
I I II R 11 1( 115111
AIrinds.. 1 uealm, Ai 1 hursda,
1pril 11-21
student 1 Woo 5mpitheater/1 pper Pad
- I pm
12
( 1.1 II
1 uesda. tpril 12
I nonillion ROOM. II am - 2 pm
vl’ 044 vixt %DON NITE
I tresda,. 1pril 12
I nitinhtint Room, N’ 10:10 pm

FREE

(

Admission with Reserved Tickets
Call (408)924-4571 or 924-4530

1.11 $1 N111.
Vtednesclav. April 11
Morris Dail), Auditorium. 7 & 10 pm
AREER P %NEI.
1 hursda). 1pril 14
( todanoan Room. 11 am - 1 pm

Ii

All Showings at Camera 3
San Carlos and Second Street

COMED1 sil It
Thursday. tpril 1.1
Loma Prieto Room. N 10:30 pm

PA(11-1( RIM FILM FESID Al.
Tuesday through Thursday
it I RAI. ooD DEMONSTRATION April 19. 21
11 edoesda. April 13
( amens 1 ( inema. 1010 am & 2:30 pm
Han HQue PIL 11:30 am 1:30 pm
I unded h.

Wed Mudrnt

poomored And partisll, funfltd 5.
IS. 1111 1Infritan SIV414,
000000 r
ill the %man %meritan
Muds., Depotomrni office
411111124 .713

Wednesday, April 20"’

Tuesday, April 19111
10 30" from Japan:
2:00" from Korea:

Muddy River
Our Sweet nays of Youth

10:30" from New Zealand: Other Halves,
2:00" from China:
Yellow Earth

Thursday, April 215T
10:30" from

Thailand. Butterfly and Flowers
2:00Pm from India:
Spices
511amm,

